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Enrollment Falls, But It Is
'Not Serious' Says Harward

BY TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
Even though Wooster' s enrollment has declined by 62 or 3.5
percent since Fall Quarter, Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Donald Harward says that "the
number is not serious, and that
the College's retention rate remains well above the national
average.
Since last quarter, the number
of
'students has declined from slightly over 1,700 to
1,648, according to figures issued
last week by W. Lee Culp, registrar of the College.
Culp attributes the decline in
enrollment to an increase in the
number of seniors graduating
early, and to a reduction in the
number of students returning
from off campus programs.
us

on-camp-

."In my opinion, there is nothing startling happening. Reductions in the student body size are
a normal pattern," Culp told The
Wooster Voice. Culp noted, that
historically there has been a
progressive reduction in enrollment from quarter to quarter.
Basing his comments on data
from last year, William Snoddy,
for business and
finance, said that even though
reductions in student population
were expected, budget control
action is being taken.
"Our budget had anticipated
vice-preside-

nt

last year's decline, and this
year's exceeds last year's." As a
result, Snoddy said he sent "a
memorandum to my department
heads" urging budgetary

--

Abuses Of Drinking Law
Are Confronted At Ich V
By SUSAN B. JONES r In accordance with the new state
drinking age of 19 and the increas
-

ing popularity of Iehabod'srs- time entertainment spot. Inci
dents of Clegal annxing and at
tempts to enter: the campus pub
without a College of Wooster LIXr
have been especially frequent.
"If any students dont realise that
to get into
they need CO. W.
Ichabod's, because it's only open to
C.O.W. students and registered
guests," said Busty Brack, manag-

" nignt

.

I-D-

.s

:

er of Ichaboda.
.

--

savovertime, energy-relate- d
ings" and instructions to offices
to "watch office. supply usage."
Additionally, Snoddy indicates
faculty
that plans for long-terreduction will be implemented.
Harward said in an interview
last week that existing faculty
will not be relieved; rather, he
said, the number of short-terfaculty positions will be reduced.
In part due to the reduction in
income both from student tuition
and from merchandise or services purchased by students on,
campus (the latter being proper-tional to the size of the student
body); Snoddy expects the College to face a budget deficit of
approximately 1300,000.
However, Snoddy indicated
that a similarly sized deficit was
expected at the same time last
year, but it was erased due to an
increase in the number of gifts to
m

the College, and a reduction in
manpower.
Even if further reductions in
Ichabod's will lose Its license, the size of, the student body were
meaning a loss of jobs,, and a loss to .occur, Snoddy said that the
not be.seriousJy.
of a place to go for campuenter-tainmen- t. College would:fsr?v-"r
fThe-- whole campus :Sheeted.
strong
We
position.
a
in
"We're
one
would suffer as a reault of
have a backlog of deferred
person's mistake," commented dont
and if the markets
Bruch, "because the state could maintenance,
good,
are
endowment may
the
period
a
of
down
place
for
close the
$28 million to perincrease
from
V
time to their discretion."
haps $30 million." Snoddy said.
As for future growth In the size
The confrontation between the! of the student population', memIllegal drinker and the rover is bers of the administration are
Continued on Page
Continued on Page 8
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Lewis Nolletti was a driver for President Lowry and in
charge of transportation for 39 years. Be retired early this
year. He is shown here at his desk in bis home on Spink
Street in Wooster. Photograph by Franz Jantzen.
-

'Sweet Lew' Ends 39 Years
As Employee At Wooster
-

By ANGELA HDBLEX

"I'm always . ready to . lend i a
helping hand. This statement by
Lewis Nolletti sums up his 39 year
career as supervisor-o- f
maintenance and transportation at the
.

.

College.

-

.

-

Nolletti retired in January at age

65.

- Nolletti's father worked at the
for 29 years as a custodian.
When he was in high school Nolletti
mowed the. lawns at the College

College

using horses. "My Dad trieoto keep

V.

Any student - wishing to bring
guests to Ichabod's must register
.

them ; at the Student Activities

Board office sometime between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Guests must then present a
positive I.D. at the door. Employee
Gary Ferner added that although
someone checking LD.s at the door
may recognise a fellow student and
know his age. he cannot admit him
without his LD. because of the
associated risk he or she runs of
being fired. :
.. The persistence of students wishing to Ignore this rule make the
employees' Jobs much more diffi
cult. "It's a pain to have to explain
to every person who walks in why I
have to cardthem," said employee
Julie Pryor.
"People have to understand that
although we are students, we have
a lot of responsibility as employees,
too. We have alot of compassion for
their situation, but we still have to
doour job," commented Bobin
: .Mayo. ;
explained
that the spot
Brucb
"
inspections conducted by the state
on F permit holders such as Icha- -.
bod's make the 8 weekly illegal
drinkers a major concern. If a
minor Is caught drinking at Icha--I.
bod's by the roving employee he
; wQ ask for ( the minor's CO. W.
I.D., which can be reclaimed on
Monday in Hal Closson's office, the
director of Ichabod's. If a minor is
apprehended, by. a, state official.
.

5--

,

Included in Snoddy's recommendations were requests for
the minimization of the use of

.

--

me busy so I wouldn't be chasing
- . ,
girls." ;
r 'l'was a young farm boy. Jets , .
were not too plentiful in fami-- 1 or
In the factories." said Kc :tl.
Before he began worlisj at
C.O.W., he hauled milk ca a ciic
router' and worked on the family
farm, helping to support' his IS .
brothers and sisters,
Nolletti farmed using a team of
three horses. "I broke horses," he
said, "and one of them nearly bne
me." He also rsised purebred
Berkshire hogs. "We barely broke
even, but we had our own food."
For one year, he operated a gas, '
station in the evenings. On December 28. 1M3.
Nolletti began working at the power plant at C.O.W. "I didn't know
anything about the Job, I was
. :
green," he said.
Nouem later 'Oispersea worx u
other men. "We hauled brick and
cement for plumbers, electricians
and painters."' At that time, the
College only had three or four
vehicles, and a "cookie wagon" for
food service. Nolletti built up
CO.W.'s fleet of cars and trucks.
I bought everything in town, be
cause at that time, town and gown
hadn't quite jelled."
Former President Howard Low
ry, Who never learned how to drive,
asked Nolletti to drive for klm in
addition to his other work. At that .
time, he moved up and took.
charge, and a new man took on the
heavier work. Previous to his pro
motion and 259 raise. Nolletti made
135 a month. "I could have made '
that gathering up tin cans around
town In my truck," said NoettL
Nouem drove za years ror tse
College, taking President Lowry io
college business, church, etc. "I
delivered some famous people.
President Marcos. Anne Usrrow
Lindbergh, and all those Comptons
and Wilsons." ;
"I could write a bock on cc"e"e
life." said NoUeta His first we
Conthraed on Page
.
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Student Job Prospects 'Bleak'
ITHACA, N.Y. (CPS)

"It

real-

n
ly looks bleak and scary,"
Levine, a senior at Cornell.
"I live with six other girls, and our
parents are always sending us artimarket
cles" abouthow still the job
"
is these days. Levine, her roomAll of them
says-Daw-

mates, their parents

aren't

moaning without cause. This year's
college- - grads are chasing the fewest job prospects any college class
has had for decades, a variety of
observers say.
There will be fewer jobs this year
than last for englneering.business
and liberal arts grads, according to
Council
the College-Placeme(CPC), a trade group of campus
employment counselors.
Michigan State's annual survey
of some 600 employers found businesses will probably hire 17 percent
fewer gradau than - they did last
nt

year.:

:.

And while they say they'll be
paying toe average new employee
2.8 percent more than they gave
those from the Class of '22, "the
real dollars earned by the Class of
'S3 will be less than the Class of
'22." says John Shingleton, MSITa
placement director.
Northwestern's annual Encucott
Report s not, ready fpr publication, j
-

.

but NU counselor Victor Lmdqulst
says the student job market is the
worst it's been "in 25 years."
The CPC's Judith O'Fiynn Kay- ser says she hasn't seen this kind of
tightening in the job market since
1975, in the wake of the Arab oil
embargo.
There aren't .many bright spots.
Federal government hiring traditionally a major consumer oflibenl
arts grads
"is flatter than a
pancake," Shingleton says.
The CPC found a 12 percent drop
in demand for engineers, and a
four percent drop in demand for
business majors.
Northwestern's Lindquist notes,
the industries that are remaining
strong (in recruiting college grads)
are beneficiaries of defense contracts." particularly companies
electrondealing in ''militarized
"
.
ics."
But some "militarized" companies don't agree. ".Projections for
high' tech (hiring on campus) appear to. be pretty flat," says Rod
Hanks, manager of salaried personnel at Lockheed in Burbank, Calif.
"My requirements are down 25
percent," adds John Kubeyka, emc
ployment manager of
in Blue BelL Pa. "I don't
.

-

'

.

--

--

.

Sperry-Uni-va-

,anatecbaiig

27-year-- old

Gail Marshall of United Technologies' personnel office says decentralization makes it hard to gauge

her firm's recruiting efforts this
year, but she does volunteer that
"it Is definitely not a good time to
be a graduate out on the street
looking for a job."
"I have seen increases in two
areas: -- the number of students
walking into the office, and their
level' of anxiety," says Thomas
Devlin, Cornell's placement direc';
tor.
:
- Student traffic at placement centers around the country does seem
to be up this year. A fifth of Los
Angeles City College's student body
has used the school's placement
office since September, says Student Personnel Office Coordinator
Jose Buiz.
There are also more students at
St Louis University's placement
office, where counselor Dr. Susan
Dayrmger notices "an interesting
change in the type of person we are
--

--

.

seeing. About 25

ni."

percent are

alum-

-

.

.

Her office has helped people who
years ago, she
graduated
'
says.
20-to-- 30

A

.

Currently-enrolle- d
i

.

students,

Continued on Page 5
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Reagan's Shift
President Reagan's State of the Union message Tuesday night
left much to be desired. A man who not two years ago was giving the
nation new ideas and new hope now offers little more than masks for
programs which merge with the programs Mr. Reagan initially
sought to put to rest.
The President talked of new taxes: $50 billion a year for three
years. He talked of new jobs training programs, not to be initiated
by the private sector, but to be abetted by the hands of state and
federal bureaucracies. And there was continued discussion in Mr,
Reagan's address of dubious budget cuts and freezes.
The President also announced that defense spending would be
curbed, this in an effort to stave off budget deficits projected to
reach hundreds of .billions of dollars within the next two to three
years. He argued that deficits present "a clear and present danger to
the economy," and one way to combat them is by reducing military
spending, something Democrats have been proposing as a way to
control spending. Mr. Reagan should know better than to sacrifice
the security of America so as to .hold spending at a level which is
found more tasteful to stock brokers or friends of foreign forces of

evil.
After last summer's Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act,
one would have thought that the President could have learned that
the American people do. not covet more taxes. Ronald Reagan was
elected by Americans to reverse the inane tax policies which
confused big and little taxpayers. The President who in his first year
of office won the honor of being the biggest tax cutter in history has
now become the biggest tax hiker in history, and if last Tuesday's
State of the Union has any bearing on future policy, Mr. Reagan will
maintain that honor at least through the remainder of his presidency.
In spite of the reversal of policies, in particular a move from tax
cutter to tax hiker, Mr. Reagan's speech should not be cast aside as
total failure. On the contrary. Reagan recommended long overdue
demands that Congress initiate tax incentive programs for parents of
children who attend private or parochial schools. Although he did
give in to demands to reduce the defense budget (Mr. Reagan will be
spending as much on defense as President Carter would have had he
remained in office an additional term), Mr. Reagan maintained that
the Soviet Union "must show, by deeds as well as words, a sincere
the rights and sovereignty of the family of
commitment to respect
nations." And Mr. Reagan reaffirmed his support for the need for
voluntary prayer in schools, a tradition in American education which
was a victim of the
secularism of the counter-cultur- e
movement.
President Reagan is wise to face the reality early in the
Congressional session that going for his administration will not be
easy in the presence of greater opposition. Yet his appeals and
suggestions in his State of the Union were weak, definitely not the
Reagan who inspired confidence in a heartsick Carter America,
certainly not the Reagan who waged war against inflation and won,
and not the Reagan who a year ago drove the nation to tears in
. honoring the valor of a man who pulled injured victims from a
Washington air disaster.
President Reagan's diluted New Beginning remains the superior
all-pervasi-

ve

alternative to what the Democrats offer. But he must not forget that
in 1980 he was the ray of hope, and that he should not be dissuaded in
his efforts to pursue in the next two years the goals he established at
his inaugural address two years ago.
Timothy E. Spence

Students Support Dixon
Editor,
It is my opinion that the frustrations of Ken Dixon in dealing with
the- - administration are typical of
the students' lack of input on this
campus. In Dixon's case, he received on petition approximately
one third of the student body's
approval for Jerry Garcia at a
bargain ticket price of $7.
With this support he was ' also
able to organize three committees
(publicity, stage, and security) to
exemplify the campus' excitement
over a major concert performer in
the likes .of Jerry Garcia. Dixon's
committee, in charge of organizing
concerts for the campus and weigh

ing all the variables involved was
also in support of the concert and
felt that not only was Garcia within
price range, but that the show
would be a success.
After all. Jerry Garcia is a long
established musician. He is lead
guitarist and vocalist for the Grateful Dead and the Jerry Garcia
Band; in his more famous roles.
But also appeared on two Crosby,
Stills. Nash and Young albums,
three New Riders of the Purple
Sage albums and has released four
solo albums. All in all. Jerry Garcia is a very talented musician who
V -- Continued on Page 3
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Dixon Explains Position
Dear Campus,
During the past week, you proba
bly saw me proving support for a
proposed concert. Approximately
one third of the student body signed
petitions and wrote statements in
favor of a Jerry Garcia concert.

When the administration still.
doubted, not only the financial fea
sibility of the show, but also whether it would meet student needs for
a concert. The question was taken
to the SAB for its opinion. After
voting unanimously (later changed
by one negative vote) in favor of
having the concert, the board of
fered to back the show with funds

for spring quarter programming.
Ignoring the student support, and
not wanting to risk next quarter's
events, the administration denied
the proposal.
I see this as another chance for a
successful concert being ignored
because of the administration's
courage in programming. This
show poses little financial risk, as
the Jerry Garcia Band has a large
following with fans spread throughout the area. Garcia is the leader of
the Grateful Dead, and their fans
are known to travel hundreds of
miles for a concert. There are
many 'Deadheads' at all the .colleges and universities in the area.
Many have already heard that Garcia had a chance to play Wooster,
and had asked friends on campus
to purchase tickets for them. Both

the' Cleveland

and

Akron

Ken Dixon

More On Pentagon
To the Editor:

tradition of
In the
sociological journals, I would like
to answer Mr. Spence's comment
on my letter of last week. A careful
reading of my argument will reveal
time-honor- ed

that I never stated that the individor in any
areas uals in the Pentagon

have many Deadheads, as evidenced by the existence of Orobo-ro- s,
a Dead cover band which plays
the bar circuit
This is not the first time that I
have proposed a concert to deaf
ears. Following last spring's Doc
Severinsen and Donnie Iris disasters, I went to the administration
with the possibility of bringing Joe
Jackson in the falL Because he was
not very popular last spring, it was
promptly dismissed. The album
which Jackson was supporting with
the tour, became his most successful," yielding one of last year's
biggest bits (Steppin Out). For the
second part of the tour, Jackson's
salary almost tripled,' placing faint'
-

.

out of Wooster's price range.
What this all boils down to, is
that the College is afraid to accept
the judgment of the students they
have picked, to run concerts. The
final word on any concert is left to
a SO plus year old man, who realV
is not in touch with the musical
desires of this campus. One comment that illustrates the administration's attitude is "There is
enough sex, drugs, and rock n' roll
at Wooster without Jerry Garcia."
This kind of attitude, created by
misconceptions about the rock industry and those involved in it, has
helped to keep quality acts away
from Wooster, while bringing such
winners as Doc and Donnie. Until
the decision about concerts is left
to the student chairperson, or to an
administration member more in
cue with students, such concert
"events" will continue to thrill one
sixth of the campus and even fewer
outsiders.
To my successor. Good luck

were untrusother bureaucracy
tworthy in themselves. 'Those familiar with the research on complex organizations which I cited
(imprinted in the Voice) will recognize that it is the organizational
structures for power augmentation
and information-filterinthat rensubder Pentagon decision-makin- g
ject to distortions detrimental to
the common good. In my fear of
this possibility, I am evidently
joined by even more Individuals
than those I cited last week, as the

Piaa Swviea

BEAR'

Headline Misleading
Dear Editor:
I just wanted to point out that the
headline for the article about Dr.
Heiman's convocation was definitely misleading. The headline implied
that Dr.'.Heiman was discouraging

female students from studying
" 'J

'".
mathematics.
This certainly is not the case and!
can be discovered by reading the!
article.
Please use more care in selecting'
I
headlines in the future. .

J

Sincerely.!

Jim Hartmar

Department of
Mathematical SdenceX
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News
Digest
n

undertook the revisions, among
them a lengthening of the marriage
annulment process, a reduction of
the number of grounds for automatic excommunication from 7 to 37
and the. opening of more adminis
trative positions to women.
BEIRUT The Lebanon government requested that the U.S. guarantee that it will control the spy
stations to be set up in South
Lebanon at' the demand of the
Israelis. In the 9th round of talks.
the two sides, disagreed on this
issue, Israel urging that spy stations be set up for defensive pur
poses, but Lebanon .making it a
condition that the U.S. operate
Ithem. In addition, Lebanon is seek- jing U.S. support for a total with
drawal vi aii ioreign troops irom
rche
nation.
GENEVA
In a disagreement
jover production quotas, an emer-war-scarr- ed

g
ollapsed, which will result in
oil prices and maintaining the
rorld-wid- e
oil slut. The base nrice
low-rin-

$34 wasn't changed. "We
couldn't agree on anything at all,"
said Hana Saceed, oil minister of
the United Arab Emirates.
WASHINGTON
President Rea
gan's State of the Union address on
ruesday night called for
corrections in his economic

hi

"mid-:ours-

e"

)rogram, including a selective
spending,
reexe on
ind a $55 billion reduction on milinon-milita- ry

ary spending over 5 years. Other
nain points include a can for
tandby income and energy taxes
n 1985 to stem record federal
leficits. He also proposed a 1
urcharge on taxable incomes and
m excise tax oh oil. Concerning
inemployment he said, "Shortly I
trill submit to the Congress the
employment Act of 1983" designed
0 get at the root of a long-term

and

youth

unem-loyme- nt

relations,
asked that Russia respect the
overelgnty of other nations and
eafflrmed that the U.S. will main-ai- n
adequate deterrents. The key-ot- e
of his speech was the declara-io- n
"America is on the mend."
WASHINGTON
The main part
f the disabled Cosmos 1402 Soviet
atellite splashed down in the Indi-- n
Ocean, 980 miles from the U.S.
Tavy Base on the island of Diego
larcia. A second part is still in
rbit outside the earth's atmos-herU.S.-Sovi- et

e.

1

The uneven
SALT LAKE CITY
rogress of Barney Clark could
elay widespread use of plastic
eart surgery, report doctors at the
niversity of Utah. The doctors
Lso confessed
that they had no
lea when Mr. Clark will be able to
ave the hospital. Clark received
le first such operation on Decem-sr- z.

Interior Secre-ir-y
an appear-lc- e
Watt
made
James
at the National Congress of
merle an Indians to apologize for
ly harm he might have caused by
s comments concerning aleohol-and other social problems
ong American Indians, but add-don't apologize for the mes-:e- ."
Earlier. Watt had accused
vironmenUl critics of trying to
up the central control of
to the Nazis and Bolshe- ref erring specifically to the
WASHINGTON

m

"I

socle-simil- ar

- - -ubon Society.
Continued on Page S
.

r

the pulpit (an underlying reference,
it seems, to "freedom of Protestantism "J, and other liberties"
then the US must also allow free-do-

On

M.E.L.T.

.

Compiled by Chris Lose
VATICAN
A revision of the
canon law, the first- - in M years,
give Roman Catholics a new code
of church laws. Pope John Paul

inemployment
On

Needless to say, Mr. Spence has
it again. His MELT proposal
is easfly worse than anything that
even the Reagan Administration
has proposed (yet). In practice,
MELT would melt all hopes of any
sort of sane world order. The basis
of MELT is captured very well in
last week's letter from Scott Piepho
(and I quote): "1) the Soviet Union
is BAD. 2) The United States is
GOOD. 3) We (the good guys) build
up our armed forces to crush them
(the bad guys)."
Mr. Spence unfortunately sees
the world as either black or white;
and we, in our white cowboy hat
and shining silver star, have a
responsibility to go out and get the
bad guys.
There are two main problems
with this kind of mentality. First,
the world isn't all black and white.
It is varying shades of grey at best,
and to assume that we are naturally or by divine right the good guys
is to ignore the suffering that the
US has been responsible for (Le..
Vietnam, El Salvador, and any
number of repressive dictatorships
that the US sponsors). Secondly,
the "bad guys" can take us out
with them.
Going down his "program," in
Section 1 ("Let's MELT," 14 Jan.
1983), he asks us to "recognize the
terror perpetrated by the Soviet
Union and its proxies" and accuses
Freeze supporters of "... (neglecting) matters like this, perhaps due
to greed on the part of the movers
who sought happy circumstances
for themselves without the faintest
regard for the victims of political
and economic repression." Realize
this, Mr. Spence, that the US is
capable of "perpetrating" a much
terror as the Soviet Union (see
examples above) and right now is
wearing a very sooty white hat and
a very tarnished badge. '
Many victims of this "political
and economic repression" that you
done

m

self-determlnat-

Nuclear
War

non-aggressi-

Daniel J. Sikorski

are so worried about are victims
because of continued US support
for the dictatorships that are responsible. Secondly, even if the US
were to freeze unilaterally (a step
indeed inferior to a multilateral
freeze), the international balance
of terror is so far advanced that
without any further development,
the US could still easily take out
the USSR in a nuclear exchange.
To use your own figures, assuming
that there are 9154 missiles and
warheads, the total amount of
is so incredible that we
wouldn't even have to use our
entire force. (The Hiroshima bomb
measured 12.5 KT. Nowadays,
that's a "theatre" weapon. If several hundred thousand dead and
seriously injured is "theatre," I
wonder how many would be left for
the "grand finale.")
Also, in Mr. Spence's passing
reference to Soviet chemical warfare, he finds it very easy to ignore
the fact that the US's own CIA
stockpiles several different kinds of
nerve gases, not to mention their
stores of other, more "conventional" poisons (curare and cobra venom, to name a few).
In Section 2, he calls on Americans to defend our "God-giverights in the name of other nations
asking the US to reassume its
role as an international police
force. The theory of the US as the
international police was discarded
by President Nixon when he implemented Detente, because he realized
that Europe is not to be
Editor:
as an infant to be confined
treated
to
read
most
distressed
was
I
The US, if it is so
playpen.
a
to
Col
about the elimination of the
n
rights
committed to "our
lege's debate program in last of
intellectual freedom, freedom at
week's Voice (Jan. 21). Although
debate is not an activity with which
the majority of the student body
comes in contact, it is nonetheless
an opportunity for many to exer
cise intellectual and .communicaContinued from Page 2
tive skills of the highest order.
well
established before the
to
was
distressing
It is particularly
me that a school such as Wooster, days of Woodstock and is making
which stresses the development of popular music for those who enjoy
ll
in 1983.
broadly based skills applicable to a Classic
We feel that the lack of support
wide variety of situations in later
life, would eliminate a program so of the Administrative specialist in
representative of its very ideas. I the likes of Hal Closson is the
also find it disturbingly ironic uai major barrier to this concert Now
members of the faculty are resent granted, we understand that Hal
ful of the fact that debaters are has to be cautious before partaking
typically not passive, accepting in- in any major concert, since his last
dividuals; rather, they are able to two choices were total flops. Doc
critically analyze situations and act Severenson and Donnie Iris (Don-ni- e
who? Oh. "King Kool." that's
upon them with responsibility and
authority. If these skills were right) were financial nightmares of
gained in the context of the daily which Hal made the final decision.
curriculum, I am confident that the Well, maybe we can forgive him.
because after 15 yers in this busifaculty would be delighted.
My decision to attend wooster ness, possibly his perception of
was based in large part on the music is fading, it obviously is not
quality of the debate program, and a very clear perception, but let's
I was actively involved under Ms. not stray from my . point Jerry
Hershman's predecessor. Dr. Ger Garcia is not some washed up oia
r.
he is an etablished'
ald Sanders. My involvement in
debate continues to benefit me musician with a wide following.
Furthermore, he has not per
Immensely, and I regret that Woos-te- rs
academic reputation will most formed in the Wooster area (a 150
certainly suffer as a result of the mile radios is a reasonable dis
tance to travel to see Jerry) for 2V4
loss of the debate program.
Shelly A. Goermg years. If we were a Dead-Hea- d
BOX 1714 (slang for a fan of Jerrys), ana Ma
i.'ii'd'i .Ai'u1
me-gatonna-

n"

.

God-give-

in.

has no "God-give- n
right" to eradicate liberalism and
direct the policies of other nations.
In Section 3, we are asked to
accept the idea that the US is not
the "aggressor." This must first be
modified to be accepted. "The US
is not an overt aggressor" is closer
to the truth. US involvement in the
overthrow of AUende in. the early
1970's wasn't exactly
Neither were the numerous
attempts to assassinate or other-wid- e
depose Castro in the early

And

Debate Program
Given Support

The US,

of
Mr. Spence,

ge

ve.

1960's.

Perhaps you. Mr. Spence, would
have preferred that the US had
gotten. its aggression out of its
system quickly, by making Moscow
the next target after Nagasaki, or
that the US had not aided the
Japanese in their recovery from
the war.
From your MELT article, I am
left with the impression that had
you had your way in 1945, Germany
and Japan would be US colonies,
rather than returned to the much
more dignified status of
nations. That, Mr. Spence,
is how the US should and must
operate
maintaining the dignity
of the defeated Axis nations and
aiding them in their recovery has
made them powerful allies, as opposed to the Soviet method of
subjugation.
self-determini-

ng

Were I Yuri Andropov, I would
not count too heavily on the support
of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, or any of the other Eastern Bloc
nations in a crisis situation.
Nonetheless, the present US nu
clear policy is making it hard tor
our allies to stand by us. MELT
would make it possible.
FINANCIAL AID
FOR 1983-84

Any student wanting to apply for

acafinancial aid for the 1983-8demic year may pick up the appropriate application materials at the
Financial Aid Office from 8 to 4:30
weekdays in Severance Art Build4

ing.

At
Wooster
BY SUSAN FIGGS

Guest At Wooster
In 1974 Viking Press broke a 27
year tradition and published an
"over the transom" novel, a novel
which went on to become a bestseller, and a highly successful movie.
The chances of a major publisher
accepting an unsolicited manuscript are very small, the chances
of such a manuscript becoming a
runaway bestseller are just about

niL

That novel was Ordinary People.
The novelist was Judith - Guest,
housewife, mother, teacher in D-

etroit Guest whose new Second
Heaven is still on the bestseller
lists, will be visiting the Wooster
campus on Feb. 1 and 2. On Tuesday evening, Feb. L she will speak
in McGaw Chapel on how writers
write, why they write and how they
get their material. The talk will
last about 40 minutes and wQl be
followed bv a Question and answer
session, which Guest sees as an
important part of the evening. She
la mm ffa. a f ftlV ahnnt ttmr Hf
writer, and about her books, with
their young- people who, caught in '
tha. arhtl
mmnliratxl vnnmm of
American me, manage to survive
and to teach the adults around
them some important lessons on
the meaning of family.
Although the success of Ordinary
People seemed like a freak accident to Guest it got reviews that
many established writers would,
envy: "a novel that makes her
readers think and feel passionate-- ,
ly." "a poem of a book."-- "awesome 'authenticity," "a brave, well '
written, truthful book." The film
version, starring Donald. Sutherland and Mary Tyler Moore, and '
directed by Robert Bedford won
the Academy Award for best pic- -'
.

.

Students Support Dixon
Rock-n-Ro-

uere

not seen him for two and one half
years, I know where I would be on
March 5. Come on now, let's get
serious, the question of success is
not a question surrounding this
concert, the only question I have is
why is the same person who was
responsible for the tw6 previous
concert fiascos is still placing the
final word on 'a concert that is
bound to be a success. In closing, I
feel that these past concert flops
are overriding in Hal's mind, and
he is having problems making up
his mind, even though there is
obvious student support on our
campus as well as many surrounding Ohio campuses and Cleveland
also. Come on HaL the support for
Jerry Garcia goes beyond any concert you have had in the past $
years, LETS GO FOB IT!

--

SJ

S

'

1980.

Ordinary People had its own
impact on the Wooster campus. It
was part of the Summer Reading.
Program in 1980, and the film was
shown here that falL Noontime
discussions of the book were held.
Guest's success is related to her
handling of serious family problems with sensitivity but without
sentimentality. Ordinary People is
the story of the teenage son of an
ambitious father and of a mother
Jack Whiteford hopelessly out of touch with her
Box
own pain and her son's. Guest's
Sarah Miner treatment of the boy's attempted
BaxC-2SS- 9
suicide, his recovery and his new
Sharon Gustafson relationship to bis parents is imme
BoxC-lTdiate, touching and relevant to
4th over Cth what is common in every experiBoxC-2SSence of suffering and growth. Cranden Cowso
Continued en Page 4 .Box
C-3C- S9

Rock-n-Rolle-

tare in

C-X- SU
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Support For El Salvador Prudent
Warren Seidel
The decision of the Reagan Administration to recommend continued aid to El Salvador is a judicious and prudent one. Continued
aid to that country can only serve
to facilitate an end to the long and
bloody struggle which has plagued
that country and at the same time
helps improve America's relations
with its Latin American neighbors.
.The Administration itself is the
first to admit that conditions in El
Salvador are not Utopian. The number of senseless killings by both the
left and the right remains way too
high. The press continues to operate under constraints and censorship. Labor union officials and opposition politicians are often
targets of violence. The courts and
criminal justice system are often
inoperable and are inefficient.
However, the government which
was ushered into power by a vote
of the Salvadorean people has
made tremendous strides toward
improving both economic and political conditions. According to Thomas O. Enders, assistant secretary of
affairs,
state for
"The new Salvadorean government
is doing what it is supposed to do
bring a broad spectrum of forces
into a functioning political system." After decades of dictatorships and military rule, the people
of El Salvador finally have something resembling a democracy for
a government.
The government of Roberto
D'Abuisson has instigated an extenprogram, which
sive
so far has granted 20 percent of the
country to some 59,000 formerly
landless peasants. While land reform has been slow and laden with
difficulties, it is the most ambitious
program of its kind in Salvadorean
history.
Plans are currently being made
to distribute even more of the land
to landless farmers. Perhaps more
importantly, the land reform program has the support and encouragement of the military.
Since 1979, more than 1,000 military and security personnel have
been disciplined for violating both
military and civil laws. Over 300
were disciplined last year alone.
This refutes the contention that the
military has a free reign to plunder,
and murder. Members of the military are definitely accountable to
the people and the government for
their actions.
One must also remember the
heroic effort of the people of El
Salvador last If arch, when 85 percent of the voters turned out for a
Constituent Assembly election, despite a cowardly effort by leftist
inter-Americ-

land-refor-

an

m

A6citer

guerrillas to disrupt the elections
through violence, terror, and murder. Except for this, the elections
have been described as fair
by impartial observers, including!
the U.N.
Furthermore, direct presidential
elections have been promised later
this year or early next year. By

0
c

continuing aid, the Reagan Admin-tratio- n
is reaffirming its vow not to
let a small but vocal and militant
minority shoot its way into the

government
It is also significant that the U.S.
training of the Salvadorean military is cited by many as leading to
the peaceful resolution of the recent mutiny led by a provincial
commander against the defense
minister. The conflict was settled
through mediation, not violence or
bloodshed. The U.S. training has
given a sense of maturity to the
Salvadorean forces, which should
make them more responsible.
It would make virtually no sense
for the ruling government in El
Salvador not to continue to make
progress in the areas of human,
political and economic rights. Ever
since 1981. certification for aid has
required the approval of Congress.
At each session, the vote has been
closer and closer. The leaders of El
Salvador are obviously aware of
how critically close they are to
losing all aid. Thus, it would be in
their best interests to improve their
record.
While the present regime admittedly has its shortcomings, we
must ask ourselves: Would the
alternative be any better? Cessation of American aid could possibly
led to a miliary coup, followed by
civil war and death and destruction
on a masive scale.
The guerrillas are not representatives of a majority of Salvadoreans. Recently, after Ronald Reagan's election in November, 1980,
the leftists announced a "final offensive" with much fanfare and
urged the people to take part in a
general strike against the government and to join in an uprising.
Neither the strike nor the uprising
occurred. The guerrillas have less
support today than they had then.
What would become of the people
of El Salvador if the rebels took

An Adventure
In Delightful Dining.

coisris

-

.

Stringfellow To Lecture
William Stringfellow, attorney
and theologian, will be on campus
Feb. 4. at 2 p.m. He will be with
Professor Wismer's "Theology and
Praxis" course and the Philosophy
Roundtable in Kauke 204. At 6 p.m.
Mr. Stringfellow will join the Relito share
gion Table in L.C.
some reflections on his current life
and writing. On Sunday Feb. 6, at
10:30 a.m. he will preach at Westminster Presbyterian Church in
McGaw ChapeL Everyone is welcome at all these events.
250-25- 1

.

n
has produced more than 50
exhibitions. In addition. Bright
has recently published a text entitled: An Interdisciplinary Introduction to Black Studies (Kendall-Hunt- ).
This text iscurrently used in
Dr. Williams' Introduction to Black
Studies 101 class.
In 1982. Professor Black was
awarded the "Walter E. and Caroline H. Watson Foundation Distinguished Professor Award" by
Youngstown State University. He
also serves the University as the
appointed director of Black Studies
there.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
264-234- 1
E WAYNE AV

The Student Activities Board

would also like to encourage every- one to attend the lecture by Judith
Guest on Tuesday, Feb. 1 at 8:15 in
McGaw Chapel (sponsored by the
Cultural Events Committee).
SPS Presents:
Robert Conn speaking on Photon
Ionization, Wednesday, February 2,
1983,

Taylor Hall 106. Refreshments

at 3:45. Talk following.

Continued from Page 3
Second Heaven tells about an

abused teenager and the strangers
who try to help him, strangers
whose love rivals the ties of blood.
As serious as are their themes,
both books deal with them in ways
that reassure us that the problems
can be solved and that life is at
least endurable.
In addition to her talk on Tuesday evening. Guest will meet with
interested students and faculty for
an informal discussion in Douglass
Lounge at 4 p.m. on Wednesday
afternoon. From 3 p.m. she will
autograph books in the Wilson
2--

Bookstore.

A graduate of the University of
Michigan with a degree in education. Guest first wanted to become
a painter but decided that she did
not have .enough talent. "I've always been a writer," she says,
"but I didn't think of it as a
profession for many years." In 1966
Guest moved to Chicago with her
family and began writing part time
for the Arlington Herald. After a
move to Detroit she continued to
write and taught school as welL

Finally her husband urged her to
give up everything else and to
concentrate on her writing. Between working, housework and children. Ordinary People took seven
years to complete. It turned out to
be no ordinary book.

Day On Kavousi
What do dogs have to do with the
Greek Dark Ages, that mysterious
period in Greek history between
1100 and 70 BC. when Greek civilization had lost the art of writing,
but managed to bring forth the
Homeric epics? Why would a classic archaeologist spend the time
wondering about the human's best
friend when she could be unravelling the mysteries of the lost past?
At next Wednesday's convocation
Professor Leslie Preston Day, Department of Classical Studies, will
talk about her excavations at Kavousi, a village on the Eastern side
of the. Island of Crete. At work on
Crete since 1978. Professor Day
says that Kavousi is a particularly
rich archaeological site. Cretan civilization was at once conservative,
a preserver of the old traditions
and also highly innovative, perhaps
because of its contact with the
advanced and literate cultures of
the Near East. Cretans entered the
Dark Ages as a Minoan civilization
and emerged as Dorian Greeks
the whole story, of that population
shift and of the radical social and
cultural change that accompanied
it may well be contained in the
burial places and settlements of
Kavousi. Certainly Professor Day's
findings cast light on how people in

the ancient world led. their day to
day uvea.
Leslie Day received her A.B
degree from Bryn Mawr in Classi
cal and Near Eastern Archaeology
and her M.A. and Ph.D. Degrees in
Classics from the University of
Cincinnati. She has excavated
widely in Greece, at Keos under the
auspices of the University of Cin
cinnati and at ancient Corinth, as a
fellow of the American School of
Classical Studies. She has served
as an Area Supervisor on Wooster's
expedition to PeUa for two years
and will return again this spring.
Her work at Kavousi has been
partially funded by a grant from
the American Philosophical Socie
ty.
Professor Day has taught at Wil
son College in Chambersburg, Pa.J
at the University ox San DJego, ati
San Diego State University, at Indi-- f
ana University and at Wabash Col4
lege. At Wooster she teache
courses in Greek and Latin
gauge and literature, in Greek

nt.
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Women's Studies Program,
course in sex Antagonism in west
era Literature.

More On Garlick
Apologies to Professor Steve Gar
lick, this week's convocation speak
er, who was inadvertently robbec;
of a degree in last Friday's column
Dr. Garlick received his Ph.D. ii
German from Stanford University.
--

Gary's Clipper Shop
Market St.
Woostor. Ohio

222 S.

263-11-
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Traditional

styles dnd cuts.

Woo Concert Choir

S.M

Begins Rehearsals j

products and
Appla Poet In shampoo
No appolntmont

The Concert Choir
begins rehearsals for the Verti
Requiem on Tuesday. February lj
at 7:00 p.m. in the Center Room oj
'I
the Music Annex.
The choir will perform the wori
witn the wooster Symphony Or;
enestra and outstandins oloisu oi

discount with studant I.O.
Man and Woman's stylo cuts
Boso cut S4.M with I.D.
wot cut $5.3 baso with LO.
K

WOOSTER

("Tex") Saturday night

Here At Wooster

COUPLETE BANQUET
FACUTIE8 UP TO M PEOPLE
WEDDStQS UP TO 125 PEOPLE
1- -2

cornxzriTAL

All those interested in meeting
The Black Forum Committee of Mr. Bright and discussing his
the Student Activities Board will paintings are encouraged to attend
present an art exhibit by Mr. Al a reception for him on Sunday, Jan.
Bright of Youngstown State Univer- 30 at 3 p.m. in Lowry Center.
sity during Black Awareness Week.
The Special Events Committee
Professor. Bright, whose work will win also sponsor a program on
be hanging in Lowry Center from Sunday. A special "Super Bowl"
Sunday. January 30 through Sun- reception, will provide refreshments
day, February 13, earned bis Bach- beginning at 2 p.m. Sunday afterelor of Science degree in' Art Edu- noon for all those watching the
cation from Youngstown State Super Bowl in Lowry Center.
University. He furthered his education at Kent State University where
This weekend the Films Commithe was awarded a Master of Art tee will be showing "Star Trekll
degree in Painting.
Wrath of Khan." Friday and SaturSince then, his work as an artist day nights, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Icha-bod-'s
and his message as a scholar have
will feature a Happy Hour
both reached national and internawith the OATS on Friday afternoon.
tional acclaim. He has exhibited his Brian Cavanaugh as DJ Friday
works throughout the country and night and DJ Mario Telxeira

over? Are we to abandon them to
the same horrible fate as the innocent people of Vietnam. Laos, and
Cambodia?
Congress and the American people should not judge El Salvador on
the basis of the violent actions of a
minority, both on the left and the
right At the same time the Administration must pressure the government of El Salvador into continued
and increased reforms. However,
at the present continued American
aid is crucial to the survival of the
majority and the establishment of
peace and stability.

one-ma-
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DINNER 5--8
TUES - SAT 1
SUN 11:30-- 8 CLOSED MONDAYS
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Student Job Prospects
Are 'Bleak And Scary
Continued from Page 1

-

moreover, are coming in with lowered expectations.
...
Students last year came in concerned with salaries, says University of South Carolina Director of
Student Services Xes Maiden.
"Now the interest is whether there
is a job out there."
Cornell student . Levine, ' who
works at her. campus- - placement,
office, recalls last year's engineering students bragging about the
number of job offers they'd gotten
even before, beginning the formal
interviewing process.
"Now they come in discouraged."
There are exceptions. A recruiter
Georgia Southwestern
at two-yeCollege had trouble finding stu
dents to interview during a recruiting visit the week before Thanksgiving, complains a college
administrator.
The administrator, who asked not
to be named, expects "some students may go to the Houston and
Dallas area" to look for work when
the term is over.
Cornell students are "saying I
would go anywhere," Levine reports. Insisting on fiding a job instate last year, now they're willing
to go to "Washington, California,
the cities in the west"
About the only "confident" Cor- nellians are comouter. science ma
jors, she says.

'

.

--

ar

Indeed, most counselors do think

computer science majors are

among the more fortunate grades
this year. The only area the CPC
predicted an increase in hiring was
in science, math and technical jobs.
"The industries that are showing
the best opportunities," Michigan
State's Shingleton says, '"are the
hospitality and computer, indus-

-

v.

,

. ...

'
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tries."

"Accounting will hold up pretty
l well." be also predicts.
.

...

7

"This is a great time for matn

and science majors," concurs

South Carolina's Maiden.
At the State University of New

computer science is
the lone bright spot, says Mary
Ellen Stewart, career planning
York-Alban- y,

k

:

f
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'
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Even amid the gloom, Shingleton
advises, "Keep in mind that most
college graduates will hae jobs by
graduation time." He predicts 17
The full layer of snow that fell two weekends ago has disappeared with warmer weather
percent of this year's seniors will
and now only a light dusting of snow can be seen on the campus Photograph by Franz
fail to get jobs by the time they
Jantzen.
average
an
compared
to
graduate,
percent over the last five
of
years.
For those who remain unem
ployed, even that last refuge
srad school is more inaccessible.
The Wooster Chapter of Wobly you 'gotta think like an animal, act
"Some of my friends are discour
WASPs will convene this Sunday at like an animal, be like an animaL'
aged about going to graduate Editor.
11 a.m. The pastor will discuss:
Intelligence says that Animal
school." Levine says, because This quarter has been a signifi- "WASPdom and the Christian Eth- Our
Ifimlcry
lessons are scheduled for
finangetting
of
unsure
about
cant increase in the number
they're
ic."
Sunday evenings. Your intelligence
in. Lbwry Center. This
cial aid and their ability to repay it
Overheard last Friday: "People should teU you this Is dumb. That's
if the job market doesn't improve.
increase is in the form of local around here ' are Just too thin
all from Commander Sap. Frank?"
unsupervised juveniles. They are skinned."
"What was thatWe must have
L present in ever increasing numbers
Last week Dean Dick claimed
is not a
and are getting more vocal ana that his RA's were close to saint totaw concentwaton.Thi
'
;
disruptive.' This building is for the hood. Obviously he hasn't tried to Cawade!" t- -'
airspeed
sets
Flying
record
Trout
college
community
use
and sleep in Bissman, Andrews, or H61of the
(T , New Recommended
for the needs of the student. This' den L recently. A further note on to Atlanta. .
cannot be accomplished when the the dean: H.C. refused to replace
Spence goes drilling under Watt's
provided for the students L.C. fireplace with a circular filing newiaws and strikes gas at Coccia
services
A Flag for Sunrise, by Robert Stone. (Ballantine. $3.95.)
unsuper
'
are being used by these
unit. Sorry Dean! Just what is an House.
A quickly paced political novel set in Latin America.
vised delinquents.
Associate Dean anyway?
Weebles wobble, they dont fan
GANDHI: A Memoir, by William L. Shirer
A point m case was when a
Here's to the Harold for actaaUy down.(Washington Square Press, $3.95.) A vivid portrait of the
telephone
a
student needed to make
selling the stuff we're in trouble for , With the addition of their new
extraordinary leader.
call and found both telephones giving away. Just how much SGA computer, the Voice wCl soon be .
busy. This is not that bad except funding did you guys get?
Happy to be Here, by Garrison Keillor. (Penguin. $4.95.)
completely programmed, and you ,
Stories and comic pieces by one of The New Yorker's most
that the children that were using
Sex, Drugs, and Rock&RoIl are thought that the political right only
popular authors.
'
them were talking back and forth out for this quarter. Sorry Jerry I worshiped money.
between extensions and were not Sorry Kids! Sorry Woo!
, Addendum to last week: Bonnie.
receptive to the student's need to
Seal men don't drive Volvos!
Isn't pregnant, but Becky is. Con- -.
cau outside the building. Also these
History prof and food service gratnlatkwisl
children are very rude to other secretary team up to keep Kaber
One. of the associate editors.
college students who happen to be well porked.
being left to deal with the masses ,
in the building that night
Spence seen clubbing penguin.
on hisher own commented. "You'd
There must be some action taken
Sapreports from the be paranoid too." We are! We are!
Commander
to preserve the student union for Douglass-Blssma- n
front: "CommuSpeaking of paranoia, campus
the students. It provides a neces nications in the Bissman trenches tentfient (sediment?) has iniicit- - sary service that is already overex have been disrupted as Douglass ed a need for the protection of
aOOOOOOO',IMM" lOOOOOOOft
tended in some areas. The influx of supervisors have abducted the those students who do not wish to
these detrimental juveniles In Low-r- y phone from Trench No. 3. Heavy be misrepresented in this column.
Center, must be nipped in the vocal bombardment occurs nightly If von wish this exemption send
bud before it engulfs all of us who in what seems to be a spontaneous your name to Ufa, Box
and
need the services of the student display of territoriallsm. The Doug- carry on In confidence. Thank you.
1. The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, by Douglas
onion
k
nenas seex
Maryland
Adams. (Ppcket.$2.95.)SuccessortoHitchhikersGuide.
lass general is about to employ a
A Concerned Student sew strategy: To beat the animals Raberrres1gxiation. :
,
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Student Complains
About Youngsters

Life In The Heavenly City

.
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2. Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas Adams. .
(Pocket. $2.95.) Companion to the PBS TV series.
3 The Fate of the Earth, by Jonathan Schell. (Avon. $2.50.)
Description of a major nuclear war.
4. Garfield Takes The Cake, by Jim Davis.
(Ballantine. $4.95.) Fifth book on the famous

cartoon cat.

5. Real Men Dont Eat Ouiche, by Bruce Feirstein.
'
(Pocket, $3.95.) A hilarious guide
6. The Hotel New Hampshire, by John Irving.
(Pocket. $3.95.) Latest novel fay the author of "Garp.
7. Enchanted Broccoli Forest, by Mollie Katzen.
, . (Ten Speed Press. $1 1.95.) Vegetarian recipies.
S. An Indecent Obsession, by Colleen McCullough?
(Avon,-- $3.95.) Ms. McCullough's tatest work of fiction. ..
. A Few Minutes With Andy Roomy, by Andy Rooney.
(Warner, $3.95) Humorous essays by the TV personality.
tO. Rabbit Is Rich, by John Updike (Fawcett, $3 95.) v ,
- me saga or narry wisuwiii buiiuiiuo- to-masculin-

rty.
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anti-por-

couuccnoN

In last week's InteraatJonaEst
(Friday. Jan. 21st). instead ef "tha
coup d'etat la Kenya," it sho-- 'i be:
"the attempted coup d'etat U Eea-ya." X apologise far the mlsander- -.
standing this created.

Tessa navaras

The TweHFft""

Obey the 55 mpjjpeed
limit,
:
:
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The
Weekender
Your monthly guide to arts, theatre,
sports, film and entertainment in and
.
around Wooster
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Arts and Culture
Davis: A Few Star Points
By BILL ST. JOHN

I get to today's review
there are some things I'd like to get
oat of the way. First, as it should
Before

read above this column, all albums
for review are lent to me by Round
Records at 213 S. Market St. Wooa-te- r.
This was omitted by mistake
from my previous column. The
omission was in no way Intended as
a disparagement of Round Record
services. Second. I have switched
the name of this column from
Saint's Jazz Review to Saint's Jazz
Corner because I might do more
than review jazz albums. Third, I
encourage all students and faculty
who are concerned about the history, development, and future of a
truly rich, expressive, and almost
exclusively American art form to
plead with the proper authorities at
Andrews Library to secure a library subscription to Down Beat
magazine (at least) and perhaps
other periodicals and books that
promote the interests of those interested in jazz.
Finally, there are three things
that have really been bugging me
lately: (A) Armington's cold morning showers, (B) Mateer's absolutely pitiful movie speakers (but I'm
not blaming Moorman or Levisay)
(C) The Harold's fig drawings
a
visual gag bearing a suspicious
resemblance of artist Bob Kliban's
fig drawings.
Miles Davis

We Want Miles; Columbia

Songs: Jeanne Pierre, Fast Track.
Kix, Back Seat Betty, My Man's
Gone Now, Jeanne Pierre (another

recording).
Players: M.D., trumpet; Marcus
Miller, Fender Bas; Bill Evans;
soprano (and tenor?); Mike Stern,
guitar; Al Foster, drums; Mino
Cinelu, perc.
Two discs, live perform anei from

im..

Saint's
Jazz
Corner
This is tough to review. What
expectations should one have of a
man who was broadly active in
three jazz movements, a primary
Innovator, of two, and one of the
most influential ever of jazz musicians? Let me make it clear that
this album is not "Miles' next step"
or the "New Miles." Much of what
is on WWM is very similar to the
material off of Bitches Brew, perhaps even less free, so Davis may
lose a few tar points for lack of
innovation that we might have expected. On the other hand, Davis
has been fighting in health and has
started touring again so we'll probably gain those points back.
There are so many positive

I

characteristics that permeate the
whole album. In an age when "jazz
trumpeter" means "Maynard Fer
guson" to most people, Davis has
retained his sedate, almost catatonic style, not overpowering the other
players and giving them lots of
freedom. A Davis trademark is
forcefully continued here: simple
compositions that provide challeng
ing vehicles for improvisation
These challenges are effectively
exploited by a very hot group of
younger musicians who really go
all out, but add little significant
innovation to the style of the music
Marcus Miller, who seems to be
everywhere these days, provides
raunchy (in the good sense) bass
lines over some steaming percus
sion. Evans and Stern do some
impressive work on their respec
tive axes. Above all this album
achieves good ideas with force and
spontaneity.
Typing off the top of my head
now 45 minutes before the deadline,
I figure that I had better mention
that I never got around to having
the album jacket photographed, so
I will describe it: yellow background with big white letters and a
photo of MD bent over
little cut-oplaying his horn.
And finally,
stars for an album that some might
consider a let down in light of
Davis past, yet an album with
nng playing by
nothing but
some of the best new blood around.
--

--
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Ski Areas

An Appeal From Thistle
At a college the size of Wooster
we are fortunate to have the funding for a high quality (good paper
and reproduction) journal of art
and literature. Over the years the
Thistle has' been a springboard for
community artists and writers, an

important chance to have creative
works printed and distributed
throughout the campus. It is an
important outlet for the artist!
In past years Thistle has appeared once a year. It's my goal to
produce two issues this year, giving
more people a chance for publication. Last quarter I called for
submissions and was disappointed
by the lack of response
do we
have creative people on the campus? I think so!
The Thistle is now calling on all
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Snow
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the first issue is now Feb. 21.
It Instr.
The Thistle is a big chance for
closet writers, or published writers
and artists to become visible to the
public (it also looks good on the
resume). Hopefully the Thistle will
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The Lowry Center lounge is perennially a congregating
place for both work and conversation. Photograph by
Franz Jantzen.

'Sweet Lew' Ends
39 Years At Woo

Continued from Page 1
was a student at the College and gave me the strength and courage
they chaperoned many campus to do
Nolletti says he is enjoying reparties.
One night Nolletti was working tired life. "I do a lot around the
security, during the panty raid fad. house." He plans on doing some

it"

It was just hair raising for the
Dean of Women Margery Golder. I
was told to stand at the front door
of Babcock and don't let anybody
in. I heard this thundering crowd
coming down the hallway and an
other from Douglass," said Nolletti
who decided not to be trampled and
stepped aside..
"I made the mistake ox mention
ing that I knew the names of two of
the students involved." Although he
was threatened with being fired.
Nolletti refused to tell their names.
"Before the 60's we had a nice
group of ladies and gentlemen
striving to please themselves and
their parents. Only about two per
cent exercised in sexual practice.
Then in the 60's the students were
rowdy. They practically drove the
faculty batty."
"People showed love and devotion to me, even young
males, -- but girls
too. I treated them like my own
sisters, called them honey. I never
turned anybody down," for Instance, filing up bike tires at the
service building, "and I got called
to the carpet for It I'm known as
sweet Lew. I can't give anybody
the devfl."
"We used to be known as the
college family. I think we've lost
some of that. But since I talked
retirement I have a completely new
conception of this campus. I can't
say enough about the - types of
people we have in the teaching
.
department.'.'
"I had a lot of good friends and
advisors. Folks liked me and I
liked them. I always enjoyed it I
had some hard times. The Lord
stu-dents,especi- ally

mechanical work, remodeling his
attic, building a xarport, painting
his. house, and fishing. In March he
plans on a trip to Florida with

his wife.

Nolletti is a deacon, elder and
usher at Westminster Church. He is
also site chairman . of the Lions

"

Club.

. ..

BIOLOGY SEMINARS
The following seminars have
been scheduled for 1 p.m. on Fridays in Mateer GOl for the Whiter
.
Quarter:

January 28. IMMUNOBIOLOGY
OF MAMMARY DEVELOPMENT
by Dr. Floyd Schanbacher, Dept of
Dairy Science, OARDC.
COMPOST IN THE SUPPRESSION

OF

SOIL-BORN-

PLANT

E

DISE-

Harry Hoitink, Dept of
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Plant Pathology, OAR DO
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such as that of Jane Addams and
Aristotle. We should look past Aristotle's mysogony to his vision of
citizenship-Jan- e
Adams should be
considered for her redefinition of
politics in terms of civic human--

By KAREN SAPIO
As part of Wooster's Women's This attitude, she states, is Just as
Week activities. Dr. Jean Bethke bad as man's historical devaluation
Climaxing
Elshthiam discussed women's roles of the woman's role. She calls
SAN DIEGO, CA.
in and women's reactions to politi- on Feminists to redefine their op- four years of controversy over coir

cal thought in a lecture entitled
"Public Man, Private Woman:
Feminist Reflections on Western
.,. . .
Political Thought"
Dr. Elshthiam. a Professor f
Political Science at the University
of Massachusetts, described what
she feels is a dangerous tendency
of many feminists to condemn the
entire history of western political
thought as misogynistic, with the
possible. exception of Mill, Marx,
and Plato.
By cutting themselves off from
political history, says Elsthiam,
these feminists lose all sense of the
good in politics, such as its debates
about citizenship, authority, order,
freedom and responsibility. There
is also, she continued, a second
tendency within Feminism which
affirms the traditions of western
political thought and believe that
women can be easily "plugged
back in." However,- - this does not
question the method of entry. This,
declared Elsthiam, is too ready a
remedy: She believes it Is more

JANUARY 29:
SATURDAY.
Wrath of
FILM: "Star Trek n
Khan," Mateer. T it 9:30 p.m.
ICHABOD'S: Mario Teixeria.
D.J. 25 cover. 1 a.m.
SATURDAY. 'FEBRUARY 5:
LOVE AFFATR at the Draft House
(19 it over). 12492 Prospect Rd..
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useful

to-

- reexamine

political

thought in terms of Feminist questions for, in many ways, western
'political thought can instruct
-f-

eminism.

'o

-

In the 60's and 70'sr explained

Elsthiam, Feminism tended
-

to-

wards a vehement condemnation of
women's traditional roles, characterizing wife and motherhood a

v

hitherto,
asked questions and alternatives.
Elsthiam outlined two axiomatic
presumptions or Imperatives to this
redefinition or puduc ana private.
First, human beings need Unlive
among others, and second, human
beings experience a powerful imperative to create meaning. We
must ask,' "What sort of social
ground is most conducive to human
flourishing?"
When thinking about theories of
this right kind of society, stated
Elsthiam, we must remember that
theory cannot be a determinate of
practice, but it can give us new
ways of thinking about practice.
Feminist theory, she continued,
tends to accept either
a view which sees politics only
as a quest for power, or an opposite
view which overemphasizes community. In the first view, she says,
the family and human relations
get slotted, off into the private
sphere, and the public world is
fragmented and atomistic.
Elshthiam suggests a social compact in which women's roles are
assessed differently, allowing for a
regeneration of society as more
caring. This, she suggests, is an
alternative to the atomistic world
view.
She further suggests that we take
as models of a civic worldview
ultra-liberalis-
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TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 1:
POCO at the Front Row Theatre,
$9.75ticket 8:00.
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MONDAY. FEBRUARY 7:
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TNG PERSONS

at the Oevleani

Agore 88.50tlcket
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 8:

StrongsvOle. (216) 2384832.
HEARTBREAKER with JONAH
KOSEEN at the Akron Agora.

CUT-LAW- S

at the' Cleveland Agora

(87.50 advance. 88.50 at door, (tickets at Ticketron).
.
RICK DERRINGER with BLACK
SUNDAY,
30: Super
JANUARY
DEATH at the Deputy Dog Saloon
.

(tickets available at Ticketron) Bowl Reception. L.C Lower
St, Cleveland (216) enade TV Area, 2 p.m.

3447 W. 25th

ism.
Finally. Elshthiam said there can
be no final resolution ofthese matters. Our human conditions require
constant redefinition. -
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rium, 7:30 p.m. Splinters

Shards. Rebecca Seeman and Walter Zurko. MeKenzJe Gallery. Severance Art Building. ;';
THE COLLEGE OF W0CSTE3
HAYDN FESTIVAL. February 13,
Uackey IlaU (no
1883, 4 p.m.
" v.'--- ' y-- charge).
"O Tuneful Voice" ' and "Tie
Mermaid's - Song" performed ty
Elizabeth Knauer, soprano, an J
Tool Arnold, piano.
"Sonata in G Major far Piano"
performed by Janet Harriman.
Recollection" and "Fidelity"
.

ACE

tense debate - on the convention

NCAA floor. During three hours of often- untsouthern
acrimonious
arzuinz.
(National Collegiate Athletic Association) has decided to force ath- iversity President Jesse Stone and a
letes at member schools to main- number of
other-predominatel-

Prom-

Reception for Al Bright, Director
Black Studies rand Associate Professor of Art at Youngstown State
Univ: Lowry Center Pit 3 p.m.
Oils by Al Bright wCl be displayed in Lowry Center on the Art
t
,4
Or,,
uvu jmmry arr cut
niu
ui j mm.
Operatic Scenes, Scott Audito-

741-957- 5.

Job Prospects ToTheDecline
proposals sparked in

tions of "public and private," lege athletes' grades, the
unup
which will bring

Infcnn&ticn

Call

696-633- 3.

Elshtain Discusses Reactions
Of Women To Political Thought

For Additional
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SATURDAY; JANUARY 29:
TE2 NUUS2RS BAND
-- TAYLOR'S
(crucial reggae and
at (rfcb) upstairs, and THE - WILD CHOKEY
the Pirate's Core In the Flats (19 k GIRAFFES downstairs at J.B.'s S.WJLM.M.P. BAND (reggae from
(1 ft over). 244 North Water.SL Montego Bay, Jamaica) at Mothover). 1058 Old River Rd. (216)
er's Junction. - (19 it over) 135
Kent (218)
Franklin, Kent.' (216).
FRDDAY. JANUARY 28:
JOE PERRY PROJECT plus
.
THE NUMBERS BAND
Oats,
Happy
the
Hour with
THE GODZ at the Cleveland Agora
(rltb) upstairs (free admission be-- ,
(It over). 85.50ticket. 1730 E. 6 p.m.
v
FILM: "Star Trek n Wrath of fore 9:30), and RONALD KOAL
24th, Cleveland. (216)
AND THE TRILLIONAIRES at
Khan,' Mateer. 7 9:30 p.m.
ICHABOD'S: Brian Cavanaugh, J.B.'s (19 over). 244 North Water
CHAKA KHAN and the S.6&.
St, Kent (216)
BAND at the Front Row Theatre D.J., 25 cover, 1 a.m. (19 it over), 88.75ticket. 8:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4: THE
PHIL BARON AND THE BOP
at 6199 Wilson Mills Rd., FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS KATS with MINI HART at the
Gates Mills, Ohio. (216)
(rib) at the Qeveland Agora 85 Pirate's Cove in the Flats (19 it
ticket. 1730 E. 24th Qeveland. (216; over). 1059 Old River Rd. (216)
FRIDAY, JANUARY 28:
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black college presidents argued the
tain the same kind of grades as KouKher
trade standards would ef
other students.
fectively bar many blacks from
Athletic directors gathered for intercollegiate
sports for a few
the NCAA's convention here voted years.
,
to require athletes to score at least
a 700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Stone called the new stanaaras
poor ra
and Amy Breneman, piano. TEST (SAT) or a 15 on the Ameri- "patent racism" because
una
would
be
"Fantasy is C Major" and "Son
schools
districts
tal
can College testing (ACT) entrance
ty
ble to improve their college prepaata in C Major" performed
exam in order to compete.
1986
give
to
enough
their
piano.
by
Dykstra,
ration
Brian
NCAA
added tha athletes
The
d
"Overture to Annida" and "Two
who didn't meet the academic re- students a chance on the stanaara-ixeadmissions tests, which have Arias from The Creation" perfquirements could keep their athletbeing cul
ormed by Mary Bucher, soprano.
ic scholarships for a year without long been criticized formiddle-clas-s
toward
turally
biased
"Concerto No. 2 far G Major for
competing on the teams- -.
Violin" performed by Robert Ham-flioOnce admitted to school, athletes white students. supporting
Ithe new
violin.
But speeches
must ' maintain a 2.0 grade point
Athletic
by
Orchestra
Haydn
Dame
Chamber
Notre
With
standards
average while taking courses in
'
itailiutul few n1 UimM '
English, math, and the physical Director Father Edmund Joyce and
Joe
coach
football
Perm
State
and soical sciences.
who argued that tougher
The new rules take effect in 1988.
essential to restor
At present, atheltes must maintain standards weresports'
credibility.
college
ing
average
point
and make
a 2.0 grade
vaguely "satisfactory academic seemed to ensure their passage.
progress" each term. Athletes who
score low on entrance exams often
to
Needed
qualify for sports scholarships un
Need
Case
Western Reserve
to
der "special admissions" pro vi--
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The new academic standards
were suggested ' by an American
Council on Education (ACE) task
force, which, the NCAA had given
"limited cooperation," according to
NCAA liaison Stephen Morgan.
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.University for Graduate Record, Examination either Friday night or Saturday morn,

ing. Willing to help pay for gasoline.
Contact Matt Smith, Box 2759
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S.E. Asis Is TopicT
Of Great Decisions
BY BRIAN HOWLAND

program in the
place Thursday, Jan. 20 at v7:30
The second

"Great Decisions" series took

before a capacity crowd in Lean
Lecture Room. The evening's' pro
gram, which was titled "Southeast
Asia and Her Communist Neigh
bors," was a panel discussion featuring three persons who have a
variety of connections with South
east Asia.
The discussion was moderated by
Dr. Warner Mendenhall, a profes
sor of political science at Wayne
General College. The other mem
of the panel were' Vin Osatanbers
The chiefs of the Winter Carnival, scheduled to begin in
anda, a Thai student at the College,
early February, gang up to compose a human pyramid.
and Richard Poethig, a church
This is one of the events the Carnival groups will be
layman engaged for 15 years in
competing in. Photographs by Franz Jantzen.
missionary work in the Philippines.
Poethig continues to be active in
the concerns of Southeast Asia with
his work as the Industrial Missions
Director in Chicago.
In his opening remarks, Menden
hall noted that any discussion of
Southeast Asia and its relationship
to the U.S.-mutake place while
Continued from Page 1
noting the "constraints on the polia
whole
as
and
our
respecting
rules
another unfavorable aspect of the
property more than in the past. cies of the U.S. Government."
job as one anonymous employee our
d
"poWendy
Bowman added. "I think These constraints are
expressed, "sometimes people
litical and economic realities." The
losis
Ichabod's
fantastic
that
it's
come down real heavy on the
foreign policy of the U.S. since
people that enforce the drinking ing it's image of The Cage and I World War II has been generally
seeing more of myfriends while
laws, because they don't under- am
and must be underam working. People are no longer stood in
stand how hard it is on the enfor- Iignoring
perspective.
that
enIchabod's for weekend
cer."
Additionally, the U.S. and worldDespite the hazards, verbal tertainment." manager, 10 other wide economic recession has hurt
the
Besides
abuse, and responsibilities associat- employees
trade and limited the
make up the Ichabod's international
ed with being an employee of
amount of aid being given to forFerner,
Gary
including:
Pat
staff
Ichabod's,Bruch said,"Ichabod's is
Brown, eign countries. When these "realia good alternative to social life and Parker, Julie Pryor, Scott
ties" are considered, a more enBowWendy
Husni,
La tiff, Jon
all the employees are dedicated to Gigi
discussion can take place.
man, Scott McCormick, Robin lightened
making Ichabod's a fun and nice Mayo
Mendenhall's introductory reother
Three
Merrill.
Bob
and
place to be."
marks included a very brief history
contribute of
"We wouldn't be employees if we "unseen" employees
Southeast Asia since World War
Ichagreatly to the operation of
didn't enjoy it," said Ferner.
II. Although the countries of the
up
on
pub
cleaning
the
by
bod's
On another more positive note,
region initially attempted to develemployee Pat Parker commented, Tuesday night, Saturday morning
op (following their independence)
emand Monday morning. These
"I would like to thank people for ployees
their own, the going was diffiare Cecil Baughman, Keith on
understanding that bottles can not
cult and the perception of external
Mills.
Byers,
Susan
and
be taken from the bar and for
threats prompted the formation of
the Association of Southeast Asia
(ASA), a three member cooperative, in 1961.
Internal dissension caused the
failure of this organisation in 1963.
cooperabut in 1967 a
tive, the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations or ASEAN, was cre
ated. The members of the Associa
tion are Indonesia, Malaysia, Sin-

Abuses Of Drinking Law
Are Confronted At Ich's

st

two-fol-

anti-commun- ist

five-nati-

gapore,

H1STLE
the college magazine
of literature and
the arts
SUBMIT

your short stories,
poems, essays, songs,
photographs, artwork and ideas
to
David Means

Box 2238

on

Thailand

and

lfc1lKC

Iftltlt

Continued from Page
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British water workpay in7.8
crease was rejected by the worker's union. The sewage and water
LONDON

ers struck after a
the

state-ru- n

industry. Severe

wa-

ter rationing is expected to result
from the strike.

Declining crop
NEW YORK- output, rising foreign debts and
growing populations will face Africa with the worst food shortage in a
decade, warns the head of the UN
Food and Agriculture Organization,
Edouard Saouma. Possible civil
strife and unrest might result, he
predicted, and went on to criticize
cuts in U.S. aid to international
agencies.

WASHINGTON
talks will resume in Geneva
after a two month recess. U.S.
arms negotiator Paul Nitze said the
U.S. "isn't locked into the zero
Arms-redacti-

on

option" in talks with Russia over
intermediate range missiles in Europe. His Soviet counterpart
warned that time for an accord is
running out In other defense news,
the Navy was accused of switching
8
funds to finance the new
fighters, discovered by a House
Appropriations panel probe.
WASHINGTON
The
unity may be upset if
Senate Majority Leader Howard
in
Baker refuses to seek
1984, leaving other GOP leaders to
yie for his position. Baker has
announced that he might seek the
Osatananda pointed out that Thai GOP nomination for president. land along with the rest of thd
ASEAN nations are genuinely anti-- l
communist. However, Poethig im
Westminster.
plied that we may eventually end
up driving our current allies into the
Church
arms of the communists by our Presbyterian
continued support (as in the case of
"The Protestant Chapel
the Philippines) of dictatorial rule.
Noting that we have failed to
on Campus"
support labor movements in . the
Philippines because of their social
ist status, he declared that "we've
Student Fellowship, Wednesdays
wiped out any basic middle ground
9 p.m.. Church House
mere couia oe."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Labor leader
Worship, Sunday. 10:30 a.m.
WHUam Winpisinger's nickname Is
McGaw Chapel
not "Wimpy as previously stated.
Come and Join us!
It Is rather. "Winpy." Our apolo
the gies to "winpy."

Philippines.
history ASEAN
Over its
has taken on several characteristics. According to Mendenhall it is
genuinely
and "gener
ally fears the domination of com'
munism and Soviet advances into
Southeast Asia. Additionally, it is
heavily dependent on Western capital and its economy is tied to
western markets."
Poethig then spoke on the eco
nomic situation in Southeast Asia,
noting that the Newly Industrial
ized Countries In that region have
averaged about eight percent per
year growtft in their economies
over the last 20 years.
Yet. he noted that industriallxa
tion. in Western terms, is still
limited and that the "vitality of the
Asian city is through the small
business." Even a country such as
the Philippines, wliich is allied with
the United States, has been at the
edge of that growth, experiencing
only about a 2.5 annual Increase.
The limited growth of that country.
according to Poethig. "Is largely
n
(Ferdinand
related to the
Marcos) rule there."
Following Poethig's address Vin
15-ye-

Osatananda spoke on a variety of
topics including the present "refugee situation." Thailand's own economic situation and the status of
the border tensions between and
the countries surrounding her. He
asserted that the allowance of the
115,000 "boat people into Thailand
is a result of its "humane nationalistic policy." but pointed out that it
has helped to contribute to the
border tensions between Thailand
and Vietnam.
The comments of Osatananda
were followed by a question and
answer period between the panelists and the audience. Comments
by both Osatananda and Poethig
helped to bring out the ambiguity
of the situation in Southeast Asia.
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THE INTERNATIONALIST

India:
Her People and Problems
non-align-

ed

BY ARVIND BALASUNDABAlf
The literature of the Renaissance

and the concommitant development

of science in Europe were chiefly

responsible for restricting the conception of India in the eyes of the
western man. The rapid progress of
science in the west led many to the
belief that the east was principally
an originator of religions. -- Even
today, a description of India is at
root a religious one, where yoga
and transcendental meditation feature to a good degree of prominence. Such a' viewpoint falls far
short of reality. The greatness of
the characIndia lies elsewhere
ter of her peoples, the peculiar
manners that they believe in, the
social institutions that have been
responsible for the preservation of
long standing traditions. In the
words of Mark Twain:
"... nothing seems to have been
forgotten, nothing overlooked. Always, when you think you have
come to the end of her tremendous
specialties and have finished hanging tags upon her as the Land of
the Thug, the Land of the Plague,
the Land of the Famine, the Land
of the Giant Illusions, the Land of
Stupendous Mountains and so forth,
another specialty crops up and
another tag is required."
The mutual coexistence of people
with ethnic and religious differences as a social whole is evident
of any
in the
large Indian city. Huge conglomerations of people move together,
each on hisher own business.
Street bazaars or markets on
crowded evenings are flocked by
people who eome to buy many
colorful cloths
different things
and turbans, pots of butter, barley
and an endless
and chick-pea- s,
number of other goods. Once in a
while, an angry procession wields
street-happenin- gs

its way through' the noisy rush-hotraffic, much to the disappointment
of the policeman on duty.
There is however, a class distinction present in all societies. The
executive riding in- his car is considered socially superior to. a clerk
on his bicycle. A more extreme
form of class distinction is in vogue
in the rural parts. The strong belief
and adherence to the caste system
is essentially an offshoot of the
Hindu religion itself. The Hindu,
with hisher strong views on caste,
only helped to make it a more
widespread social phenomenon.
Hinduism requires that every Hindu tries and liberates himselfherself from being reborn after death.
The nature of actions in this life
determine the nature of the afterur

-

-

life.

-

'

.

'There are many
problems yet awaiting a solution, including the personal
discomfort that one
experiences in the
hot weather when
the power fails and

fans cease,'

" This Is a close parallel to the idea
of a "good" heaven and a "bad'
hen that is common in the Western
religions. It was this that gave
Dirtn to social evils like untoucha-bttitIt was reasoned that for any
person is to be born in a low caste
in this life, heshe must certainly
have demonstrated weak character
in a previous existence. The same
reasoning implied that a member
of a privileged caste must have
earned this position by doing meritorious deeds in a previous life, and
thus commanded respect!
India's challenge also lies in her
problems, that her growing populay.

tion and rapid technological
changes have brought in their
wake. There are many problems

yet awaiting a solution, including
the personal discomfort that one
experiences in the hot weather
when the power fails and fans
cease.
The population of India according
to the latest census was about 680
million people, second in the world

Liborffy Sfudios
All major

brands of photographic equipment

"You'll liko our prices!"
located on route

3

Pontax, Canon, Kodak,
Nikon, JTlamiya

XJO

only to China. Before the technolog-

ical revolution and the great advances in the field of medicine, the
death rate especially in rural India
was extremely high. With growing
unemployment, each family realized the need for children to support them in later, years. Frequently famines, incidences of the
bubonic plague, and cholera
claimed a vast number of lives.
Infant mortality rose sharply, and
each family realized that it must
beget at least six to seven children
if two must live to reach a productive age.
This was before independence in
1947, in the absence of central
relief. Following independence,
steps were taken to speed up an
economic recovery. Medical advances resulted in antibiotics and
the vaccines that greatly lowered
death and "infant mortality rates.
This step was unaccompanied by
an equivalent spread of literacy.
With limited resources in the hands
of the government, only few schools
and universities could be built in
the urban areas. A greater fraction
of the population remained illiterate, unaware of the drastic drop in
death rates, and unable to understand why less children at this time
would mean better standards of
living. In the face of higher birth
rates and declining death rates.
population began to explode and
continues to do so.
But the main problem that India
faces is which path to tread upon
the traditional or the modern one.
It has become virtually impossible
to retain an of the past heritage
in modern education. This is a
lem that many other developing
civilisations have encountered.
The caste system is an obstacle
to economic growth. Also, the price
of industrialization has been paid.
The large Indian towns and cities
are developing at a frightening
pace, acquiring all the features of
urbanism, while the major part of
the population continues to live
uncomfortably. These problems all
demand solutions at the individual
leveL A traditional
pattern of society only restricts the
scope for just decisions and free
inquiry. Partly because of the efforts of successive governments,
India today is a country in transition. The practice of untouchability
and caste: differences has been
made illegal and the individual
citizen and not hisher caste was
made the unit of society. Widespread programs concerning adult
education and family planning are
being launched, especially in the
rural areas.
With every new day, the sun
brings in a new ray of hope. The
streets are still crowded, and the
bus queues are long, an these and
more challenges await a new generation for a solution. Not too far
away, a farmer boy whistles his
way through the fields to start
another day's work. In the capital
city, tractors are undergoing quality-cotests. The sky is greying,
which means the much needed
rains win be here, to add a new
tinge of green to the fields. And as
life goes on, a proud country eagerly awaits its future...
caste-dominat-

Chat is always tree at the front desk in Lowry where
Betty Doty is seen speaking with an unidentified student
'

Photography by Frans Jantzen.
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Enrollment Declines
Continued from Page 1
versities indicate an average na-unanimous in opinion: further tional retention of about 50 perdecline in student enrollment is cent.
' Wooster's loss ratio is considerinevitable.
"To say that we will have to ably smaller, Harward said. Alreduce the student body is with- though he would cite no specific
out question," Dean of Admis- figure, Harward said information
sions Samuel Barnett said. Bar-ne- tt on retention at Wooster would be
indicated that the number of released within a week.
Harward stressed that in light
high school graduates will decline by 30 percent in the next 10 of the College's high retention
rate, the S.5 percent decline in
years.
"With a demographic decline the student body this quarter is
of that magnitude ... the College not alarming. "It's absolutely
is going to have to be smaller. I counterproductive to (suggest)
really don't think that's going to that the College enrollment ' is
dipping," Harward said.
be a question," Barnett said.
Harward said that planning for k
in woosters zavor is an unusually high retention rate. future student and staff body
"Wooster is way above the na sizes wUl involve 'concerned
--

'

'

-

--

.

planning." He said that at
tional average In retention,'
Harward said. He noted that present the College hopes to
studies by the National Institute maintain a student population of
1.700. "give or take a 100."
of Independent Colleges and Uni
:

ed
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India, one of the most important
movelenders of the
ment, is a very strong political
entity in the world today. She.
however, along with many other
developing countries, has a high
level of inequality within her society, despite the increased mechanisation experienced by the country
at large. Arvind, one of the students from India, will try to communicate the nature of social and
economic inequality in India as be
sees it
Tessie Tsavaras
The Internationalist

lf
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'Custer's Revenge' Arouses
Campus Protests, Boycotts
BY KATHX&INE MILA2Z0
A few
SEATTLE, WA (CPS)

nights before holiday break.
students filed Into an auditorium at the University of Washing-to- n
to wait for Stuart Keston.
Keston was due to call the auditorium from California to talk about
his latest invention: a video game
called "Custer's Revenge."
In the game, the player becomes
Gen. George Armstrong Custer,
who must dodge cacti and arrows
to reach an American Indian woman seemingly bound to a pole.
When he reaches her, he scores by
having intercourse with her. She
smiles and picks up her heels.
A lot of people came to the
Washington auditorium to say unkind things to Keston about his
game.
Many more probably would like
the opportunity. The game has
provoked angry protests and
threats of boycotts from scores of
groups, as well as from Washing100-so-

ton, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
nesota and other schools.

me

Min- -'

In some places, it has even

helped video games momentarily
replace textbooks as censors' targets. Soon after the "Custer's Re-

venge" controversy began, for example, some students succeeded in
getting a video game called "Jungle King" kicked off Loyola of New
Orleans' campus.
"We have no problem with private individuals or organizations
promoting a boycott, but the government (through state schools)
has no business telling people what
to believe, say or promote," argues
Kathleen Taylor, head of Washington's state American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU).
The ACLU threatened to sue a
Seattle city agency that was going
to organize a boycott of "Custer's

Revenge."
"I agree that it's a sickening
game," Taylor adds. "But the government should not restrain free

trade."

1H83

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POCTrJY PRESS

"Women are angry," explains

AISA President Ron Goombi, "and
it's not only offensive to Indian
women, but to women in general."
Few admit liking the game at alL
"It's a piece of trash," asserts Tim
Houser, the publisher of Video Admonthly that
visor, a Seattle-basetracks content and sales of the
d

games for retail outlets.
Atari is angry, too, having sued
Keston and his company in Los
Angeles Superior Court.
"The Atari name is on their
cartridge because they are using
comparable cartridges," says an
Atari legal spekeman. "We don't
want to be associated with pornographic video games."
Entrepreneur Keston thinks it's
all a misunderstanding. "Most people have never seen the video
game," he told College Press Service. "There is no rape scene, and
the Indian girl is not tied up in the
game. We just took artistic license
on the cover."
Keston, a
native of
Astoria, N.Y. who used to market
cosmetics and whose company
which employs 24 and also produces games called "Bachelor Party" and "Beat 'Em and Eat 'Em"
has already sold 150,000 copies of
"Custer's Revenge," does draw the
line when it comes to selling the
game.
He says a lawyer wanted to buy
100 copies of the game to sell at a
rifle association
he declined to
convenname which association

The closing dale for the submission of manuscripts, by College Students is

February 15th
attending either junior or senior coHege Is eMglote to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are
because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separata sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
ANY STUDENT

pre-.ferr- ed

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

So21S

.

'

Agonrs.Cs. SI 301
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P3s(S)Tiaont

tion.

"The lawyer told me they would

sell like hotcakes because this

group 'doesn't like Indians,"' Keston recalls. "He offended me, and I
did not sell the games to him."
"There are," he observes, "a lot
of sick people out there.'
Games sales analyst Houser
doesn't "think it would have sold at
all if not for thefree publicity."
"I think (Keston) is sick," summarizes Jo Ann Kauffmn, head of
the Seattle Indian Health Board
and a member of the panel that
gathered to discuss the game over
telephone with Keston at Washing-

On the other hand, the game
"promotes the idea that rape is
funny, easy and entertaining,"
ton.
complains Donna Stringer-MoorThe one person who didn't gathdirector of the Seattle Office for
Women's Rights. "It portrays rape er, in person or by phone, was
as an erotic act, which any rape Keston.
"He was scared," Hauser says.
victim can tell you is a lie."
Keston says he .didn't call the
'"Custer's Revenge' seems to say
that rape is a game," adds Char-lea- n meeting as promised because he
was "unavailable that evening."
Raymond of the Albuquerque
It was Just as welL Hauser, the
Indian Health Board, which formally issued a complaint against the lone male on the panel, reported
catching "a lot of flak". and heargame in December.
from auAs in Seattle, the protest was ing much "name-calling- "
supported by a coalition of groups dience members as the discussion
went on without Keston anyway.
ranging from the National AssociaIt's been rougher elsewhere. The
tion for the Advancement of Colored People to the University of Colorado chapter of the National
Organization of Women has
New Mexico's Chicano Studies Depledged to picket any store selling
partment.
"I'm tired of accepting these the game. Suffolk County in New
images that come out," asserts York 'is considering banning the
Beverly Mathews, director of Na- game altogether. Keston has sued
tive American Student Services at the county, adding he'll "sue any
New Mexico. "It's simple to let Jurisdiction that tries to ban "Cussflly things like this go by. but it ter's Revenge."
There's been no such reaction to
has to cease at some point"
King," a
Mathews, an Indian herself, says the banning of "JungleTarxan-type
including a pro- video game in which a
further protests
will come from man rescues white women from
posed boycott
campus. "The Indian community is black men, from Loyola-NeWolfe Den after protests
upset, but they think it's a stupid,
passing thing. They lead a simpler from the Black Student Union.
"There are enough negative imlife than those of us at the universiages in society not to have another
ty, who say That's enough."'
one on your campus," explains
Similarly, the University of Oklahoma's American Indian Student Black Student Union Treasurer MiAssociation Is organizing a state- chael Johnson.
wide boycott.
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Scots Imprpye Season Record
By Defeating Denison, B - vv

Offensively, the Yellow Jackets
PETE BOTTI
many
to-- ' convert at
"No matter how well we play, on were able
inside,
and
outside
the
angles,
from
win
margin,
average,
final
the
the
they made half of their shots for
or lose, is usually very slim." as percent
Their guards started to
explained Wooster's Coach Brown. 50
The Scots lived up to this quote last connect on their jumpshots, and
By

as they redeemed,

them-selv-

es

after their dismal performance in the loss to Capital
They evaded both of their OAC
opponents, acquiring their initial
27-1- 8.

conference win against DenisonBaldwin-and a second win against
7W9. to improve their
record to 9 ).
One key reason for last weeks
success was the exceptional play of
Chris Thomas, Ron Beal, and Jesse
Smith. At the beginning, of the
season. Coach Brown said, "These
three players are crucial to the
75-7-2,

Wallace

(2-3-

7--

Scots' offensive play." as they

demonstrated their offensive prowess in their two previous games.
On Saturday. January 22, in front
of a sparse crowd compared to
their last few exhibitions, the Scots
were stung. Nevertheless they surYellow
vived the Baldwin-Wallac- e
Jacket second half surge to win
The Scots were confronted with
press by B-that set
a
game
stage
for a quick-temp-o
the
in the first half. The Scots were
very successful in this transitional
kind of play, as they broke the
press and scored many easy bucklayups and short Jumpshots
ets
to revive the silent Wooster
crowd. When the Scots slowed down
the transitional play of the Yellow
Jackets, and started to generate
their own offense, their offensive
display was virtually impeccable.
They penetrated well to the basket,
establishing their low positions, to
obtain some points.
Wooster'a Scott HcCormick and
Chris Thomas made their presence
felt under the boards, muscling in
nine and six points, respectively.
The Scots scorched the nets from
the field in the first half, as they
shooting
more than doubled
percentage, 62 percent of a meager
30 percent.
Smith had a fine first half, as he
scored 10 of his 14 points. "Jesse.
Smith played the best first half of
basketball since he's been at Wooster, both offensively and defensively," said a satisfied Coach Brown.
In addition to Smith's fine showing
in the first half, Ron Beal provided
10 of his 13 points to aid the Scots.
On the other hand, because B-offense had excellent outside shooters, the majority of their shots
were from the perimeter. However,
their shots frequently did not drop,
as they shot 30 percent from the
73-6-9.

W

full-cou- rt

-

B-- W's

W's

W

W

67-6- 6

W

one-and-o- ne

good.
On Wed.,

Jan. 19, coming from
three disappointing OAC losses, the
Scots travelled to Denison in search
of their first OAC victory and found

Women on
Winning Binge

.

C

-

j-

i

sprained ankle, contributed 20

'points with 8 coming from the foul
line, to lead the Scots.
After they lost their first three
OAC games before the Scots won
their first two this week. Coach
Brown said, "We. fought off the
downward spiral against Denison
and now we beat a B-- team full of
athletes; hopefully we can generate
i
something."
Tomorrow the Scots travel to
Gambler, Ohio, to face a scrappy,
.
fighting Kenyon team
I

,

W

I

(5-9- ),

ge

(2-3- ).

The last match proved to be the
most challenging. Without Srock's
advantage time,. the score was
Srock's first place finish improved
his winloss recora as weu as
boosting the team score.

Wooster Graplers
6th At Tourney,

a--7.

BY PETE VAN HARTESVELDT
BY LIZ GARBER
Tha WnAitor basketball Scotties
The Wooster wrestlers placed
continued to look unstoppable last
INDEX UPDATE:
Heights tournaweek as they won their sixth and sixth at the Sienna
past
the latest news on the
is
Here
Michigan
this
Adrian,
ment
in
seventh games in a row.
23 Index, that is the 1982 yearbook.
up
the
Helping
to
rack
weekend.
On Saturday, a tough Ohio North
We must apologise for announcin the double elimination
ern team was the vicum, as we points
ing
what we were led to believe
Tim
Allen,
were
Steve
tournament
me
Scots won by a score of
were
the actual dates for distribuJohn
Byers
and
.Eeith
Glasser,
scoring was led by Psm Chapman,
of the books and then being
tion
,
Srock.
BenMaribeth'
and
narione Kmn
Allen, a sophomore, scored a forced to change them. This time
tier who all scored In double fig decision
)
against his second we are happy to announce with a
ures. As usual HanoetQ nenuer
opponent
from Adrian. In a good deal of certainty that the.
round
boards
the
had a great day under
pinned his books will be available to be picked
Allen
match.
third
with 13 rebounds.
up on the afternoons of Saturday,
4:54.
man
in
Spring Arbor
Jan. 29 and Sunday. Jan. 30.
aided
team
on
the
freshmen
Both
crowd
a
home
of
front
Playing in
wrestling
at
scoring.
Glasser
the
in
Tuesday night, the Scots made it
167 lbs. pinned his Bradley oppolook easy as they cruised to a 4
nent in 4:03 of the second period
Dominican.
lowly
Ohio
victory over
loss which dropped
Kris Leslie had her best scoring before aofsecondtournament
performance of the season as she him out the was thought to have
Despite what
dropped in 12 of 22 shots for 24
from his
points. Leslie continues to lead the been a mild concussion on
to win.
match, Byers went
.
team in scoring with an average of first
15-wrestling
in the In The College Hills Shopping Ccntcri
He
continued
Chapgame.
per
points
almost 11
and won against Adriman also scored well with another second round
Phone
This placed Byers Into the
double figure evening of 14 points. an
He
weight
class.
177
of
the
finals
while
30
turnovers
The Scots forced
turning the ball over only 13 times forfeited the last match because of
"
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Chris Thomas ,
Lone Senior
For Scots
i Kami

If a team is to be successful, it
must have leadership. With it,
teams with only moderate talent
long way. Without it,
can go
teams with awesome talent can
be left by the wayside.
All season, the college oz woos
ter basketball team has looked to
its lone senior, Chris Thomas, for
leadership. And now, with the
Scots in the miaoie ox .we
Conference season,
Thomas Is beginning to lead the
team with excellent play.
Last week, Thomas scorea
points and pulled down els lit
rebounds as the Scots dumped,
On Satur-hosting Denison
from the floor:
day, he was
in scoring 19 points and grabbing
12 rebounds to lead the scots past
Baldwin-WallaFor the
from the
week, he was
uiuo-Athletl-

75-7- 2.

S-for- -0

(73-69- ).

ce

14-for--

17

floor and grabbed 20 rebounds.
The ft post zrom itanesruie
year
had been having a sub-pprior to last weex, but urn-yea-r
coach Bill Brown believes he is
Just turning the corner en route
to great things In 1983. "We have
Just stayed with him because we
know what kind of a person he is.
We knew he'd get things straightened around.
a--
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Moving down from - the heavylimited any deep penetration and
boxed out well against the Yellow
weight class to 190. senior John
at
will
be
Scots
the
Tomorrow,
Jackets. The Scots charged out to a CedarvOle trying to improve their Srock had challenging opponents in
or at least it .seemed 12-- 2
secure
round. He managed to pin his
record. The next home game is each round
opponent in 3:20 and a
secure ' 1 halftime lead.
first
Ohio
against
7:30
In. the beginning of the second Tuesday at .
against Spring Arbor
win
second
-- .i
half, the Yellow Jackets became
placed Srock in the finals against
very aggressive both offensively and
the top seated man from Sienna
utilized a
defensively. The B-:
Heights.
, t
.
double and triple
tenacious press
to
teaming Wooster players .
force many of the Scots, total 22
-turnovers. As a result of this press,
Ash what Mary Kay cm do for you.'
"we became tentative, and we lost
Froo foctols with ooilvorkM to Wo
our confidence and poise. Also, we
didn't look to pass the ball up the
Carol WltlkMM
court for an open man, and when
coro consultant
Shin
COStygflCS
we did. we didn't see the
S4SS2SS
ohooos
interceotor." explained Coach
B-- W
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i
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35-3-

field. Wooster's defense in the themselves. Everybody played as the injury and placed fourth
trenches was very sturdy, as, they coach Nichols substituted freely.
all.
.

W

t

,

.

all-OA-

:

1

hnntintf hurt them as well as
helped them. When they missed,
they rarely ever had a chance to
regain possession of the ban.: The
ball would either bounce off the rim
further and a Denison player would
have a harder time trying to get
the ban.
With a little over two minutes left
in the game, and the Scots up by 7
to 9 points, Denison made a run at
the Scots, cutting the deficit to a
,
few points.
Denison took advantage of the
Scots' errors, getting the ball and
making most of their long jump
shots. With the help of Alan
Wents's and- - Jesse Smith's clutch
free throws, the Scots were able to
reject Denison's comeback.
Smith, who was unable to play
against Capital. because of a

75-7-2.

-

:

week,

player
when they missed, a
was usually in a position to retrieve
the ball and put it into the basket'
worked it into their big
When B-men underneath, they usually asserted themselves by getting good
position on the Scots and scored.B-When questioned about the
surge. Coach Brown
second-ha- lf
said: "We did terrible defensively
we didn't block out; we Just got
'caught up in their game."
Nevertheless, with the solid play
of Thomas, who scored 13 of his 19
points in the second half, and
hauled down a total of 12 rebounds,
and Eric Short, a strong competitor
off the bench who scored 6 of his 12
points in the second half, the Scots
halted the resurgent Yellow Jackets.
with
B-took the lead at
1:42 left to play on a lay up;
however, Alan Wentz then sank
with
both ends of a
1:35 left, to put the Scots up for
B--W

it, as they slipped past the Big Red
It was a victory to oe proua
of because Denison was blessed
with good personnel: they had a
three and four year starter; a 6'8
player as a
freshman; an
sophomore; and lastly a talented
62 player.
The Scots had their same shot
selection against Denison like they
did in their previous games, but
this time they were fortunate
enough to have them fall. They shot
a superb 61 percent from the field.
Wooster's Ron Beal exhibited fine
leadership both offensively and defensively. He cashed in on 12 of his
18 points in the first half to pace
the Scots to a 0 halftime lead.
Defensively, "Ron Beal was like
a coach; he kept the players organised by telling them where to go,"
said Coach Brown. In addition to
Beal's excellent play, Thomas
pumped in 11 of his 14 points the
first half and grabbed a team high
eight rebounds for the game.
Because the Scots employed an
almost Impregnable defense, the
Big Red was forced to shoot the
ball from Just about anywhere,
connecting on nearly half of them
for 47 percent
shot
"If there was a three-poiin the OAC, Denison would've won
by about 20 points," said Coach
Brown. However, this long-ran-

i
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Davo Dryan:

Scot Sport Scene
Men' Basketball

The Fighting Scots turned around
to win two In a row after I had put
my last editorial to the typewriter.
Banging on to defeat Denison and
Baldwin-Wallac- e,
the Scots showed
the firepower that they are capable
of, especially with Jesse Smith
Chris Thomas
back in the line-ualso came alive and had good
performances. The Scots
should be 3 by the time this
comes to print as they' hosted
p.

back-to-ba-

3--

ck

Oberlin on Wednesday.
Womens' Basketball
The Scotties have embarked on a
seven game winning streak as of
this writing. Winning three games
last week and their first of this
A
week, the Scotties are now 12-tough road game versus Cedarvffle
looms on tomorrow's dawn, however, and Coach Nichols sees it as a
big game. One amazing fact about
the Scotties: They have accomplished their record without a sin
2.

gle player averaging double figures.
Mens Wrestling
The Scots win have had their
second home- - wrestling match of
the season last night. Srock has
made it down to 190 according to
reliable sourees.Tim Glasser has
proven to be a tough cookie for the
Scots this season.
Swimming
Both squads headed to Kenyon
last weekend for an invitational
which was very tough. The women
came away very pleased with their
third place performance. The men,
down to 10 rugged survivors struggling to keep together, are becoming a very close knit bunch. The big
meet for the women is Saturday as

1SS3

they host the Kenyon women. The
the Lords,
men are also hosting
'

jntramurals

Three teams are
'A' League
tied for the top spot in this league.
The 69ers, Thrower's Team and
Seventh Section (Kappa Chi) are
all 0 on the season. Look for these
three teams to dominate the division all season. John Limpose. Jay
Thrower and Jerry Smith are the
key figures for those teams, respectively.
B'
I 6BB is off to the quick
start in the Letters Division of B
League. They have a 0 .record.
Omega's I and The Supreme Court
Pat Collins,
are close behind at
Brendan Walsh and Who Knows,
respectively, are the key forces for
those squads.
7B and The snatch
II
'B
are Just a step
in xront 01
W.A.F.U.
These three teams
will battle it out for the' top spot
Although the W.A.F.U. squad has
the size underneath, the other two
squads have the quickness to cope
with the size. Dave Hadzynskl, Ron
Wright and Dave Boothe are the
catalysts for those squads.
The Super Bowl Picks
This is putting myself out on tne
limb. Just as I picked the Jets last
week, if and only if they could
establish a running attack, so it
goes with the Redskins. If John
Riggins can gain loo yams, wasn- ington will control the. ball and the
clock. Woodley will have to throw,
get in trouble, and Strock will come
in to lead a rally that will fall
short.
The Boys in Slater House pick the
Skins
Winner: Joe Picciotti
Fins
George Gould
Dave
Fins
Kevin Nahigan
Bryan Skins
3--

3--
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A COMPUTER FAIR -The Wayne County Office of Education invites you to a Computer
Fair highlighting the educational
usage of microcomputers in
schools. A variety of computer
equipment and software will be on
display and a demonstration lab
experience
will provide hands-o- n
with computers.
In addition, outstanding speakers
will address four major topics related to computers in schools.
The Computer Fair will be open
0
on Saturday, Feb. 5,1983 from
p-at the Wayne County
Office of Education, 2534 Burbank
Road, Wooster.
For more information and a P
form call the Wayne
County Office of Education (216)
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I plan on living a long
and healthy lite. sot get
regular cancer checkups.
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2680 Cleveland Rd
Uclivcffy Hoairo
Mori. - Thurs. - 5:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Fri.-Sa-
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Order two identical any size, any item
Sun.

5:00-10:3-

0

pizzas and receive the second at half price
offer available with C.O.W. student I.D. only.
Please specify student order on phone.
-

Esbor Dovorago Company
Road. S.W.
Canton, Ohio 44706

2217 Dollvar

(216)456-436- 1
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